DigiNews by BTC
The BTC are pleased to announce a major update to the DigiNews digital newspaper display system.
Working with 2DB we have made a number of significant changes to the product and plan a number of
further improvements over the coming weeks.
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Equipment
Previously the DigiNews required a PC costing over £600 to drive one or two screens. We are now
able to supply a solution based on a Flex Player. This is a small media player based on Raspberry Pi
hardware, each Flex Player drives one screen. The cost of a Flex Player is under £150.
We continue to supply 43” 4K touchscreen monitors to display the DigiNews content. These are
sourced direct from China and are available for under £900 each. We aim to supply the hardware for
a single screen DigiNews system for under £1000.
DigiNews advantages
The latest version of DigiNews is the most advanced digital newspaper yet. Customers can obtain all
information from one screen; No walking around the shop to find race cards. No huddles around the
only card in the shop for the main meeting, each DigiNews screen has all content available on one
screen. The touchscreen allows customers to zoom in on content – tapping a card brings up additional
form for the runners in that race. All form is available on one screen via simple “next page” buttons –
no walking away from the cards to read the form.
DigiNews contains 49’s virtual racing cards covered by SIS and VIP virtual racing cards provided by
BTC. Generic adverts are inserted into the content on DigiNews to promote daily betting opportunities.
The adverts also help to compose the pages making the content better laid out and easier on the eye.
Content on a DigiNews screen is filtered by location. This enables the company logo to be added to
the display and for only relevant content to be displayed.
Updates included in this release
Improvements in the automatic composition of pages have been made so that whenever possible
races do not wrap across columns. Occasionally when there are particularly large fields it is necessary
to wrap races across columns but usually the display is similar to that shown below.

Adverts are added to each page. These are generic and advertise betting opportunities on the day or
within the next few days. The adverts scale to fill the space available.
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The ‘pop out’ feature for race cards now includes the detailed form for a particular runner. The form
selected can be changed within the pop out window by simply touching a different runner in the
window. When a pop out window is active the remainder of the page will darken slightly to highlight
the selected information. The “Next Races” column shown on the right hand side is a BTC innovation.
It is not touch sensitive. It will display the next races to take place and is an easy reference point for
customers. It can be viewed by one customer while another is using the main screen.

An alphabetical index page for horses running in the UK, Ireland and South Africa has been added to
enable customers to quickly identify where a horse is running on the day. The page will also indicate
non-runners by striking through the horses name. Customers can now quickly identify if horses they
follow are running that day and in which race.
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Cards for racing from the rest of the world that are included in the SIS service are now displayed in a
race card only format. Pop out functionality is enabled so that a larger image can be obtained.

The layout of pages containing virtual racing has been updated. The races no longer wrap from one
column to the next, each column starts with a new race making the cards easier to read. The first
column now displays results for the previous nine races, providing an easy reference place for results
and allowing customers time to check their bets. The page has been made ‘active’ and races will pop
out when touched.

The content on a DigiNews screen is addressable by shop. Hence content for the VIP virtual service
will only appear in a shop if that shop subscribes to the service.
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Greyhound cards are usually displayed two meetings to a page. Both meetings will be from the same
service; either SIS or TRP and where possible both meetings will be from the same session. The form
lines are sometimes reduced when composing the page but all form lines are available when a race is
displayed in a pop out window. Adverts are used to fill empty space.

SIS include Irish greyhound racing in their service. The form information available from SIS is limited
but we have put together a display to help support this content in the shops.
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Selected greyhound races from Australia are included in the TRP service. We now have a page
developed to display the cards, prices and results for these races. The limited information that we
presently have for the runners is included in the cards.

The latest development is a page to support the ToteScoop6 bet on days when the bet is available.
The six races are listed in time order together with form lines. The button on the index bar is
highlighted by using the scoop6 colours.

Trials are taking place in BTC shops with pages displaying prices for football matches taking place that
day. This is a test display and we expect to update the page subject to feedback from users.
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As a consequence of the site addressability functionality each bookmakers’ logo now appears in the
bottom left hand corner of the display. The design of the index bar has been updated to make content
easier to access. There are up to 20 pages to a view with a second page available via a next button
should that be required. For clarity the buttons are now colour coordinated based on the sport they
represent; green for horseracing, yellow for virtuals, orange for greyhounds, etc.

Third Party EP’s
We now have the ability to integrate odds feeds from third party suppliers. The first integration is with
Biztech and we are now able to supply DigiNews to bookmakers taking the Toals early prices for horse
and greyhounds. Horse racing early prices are displayed alongside the runners for either the BTC or
Toals services, other data feeds can be integrated as required. Presently sports prices from third
parties are not integrated so pages using sport content are presently only available in locations using
BTC prices.
Future developments
Improved display of race form using the touchscreen functionality to drill directly to the form for a race
rather than using index buttons to search for the form for a particular race.
Addition of information sections such as; how to use DigiNews, how to read the form, multiple bets
explained, etc., will be used to replace adverts and complement the betting coverage.
Data feeds from third party providers can be included in the service should there be sufficient demand.
At present the system has BTC and Toals prices available for horse racing and greyhounds.
A contract is in place with the PA for supply of UK and Irish horseracing and UK greyhound form for
content included in the SIS and TRP betting shop services. Discussions are ongoing with the PA and
other suppliers for additional content that could provide value to independent betting shops.
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Why use a digital newspaper?
The present cost of the Racing Post Betting Shop Display Edition (BSDE) is directly linked to the
number of betting shops subscribing to the publication and the cost of newsprint. There have been
regular increases in the cost of this publication as newsprint costs rise and number of subscribers
reduces. Although the Racing Post have told BTC that the BSDE will be available for the next five
years there are no guarantees, particularly if the digital alternatives start to be widely adopted.
DigiNews take up less space allowing full access to all cards and form in a more efficient manner than
newsprint or the earlier generation of static digital newspapers. Thus space is made available for
SSBT’s, gaming machines and other new services.
Why choose DigiNews by BTC?
DigiNews will be tailored to the needs of the independent sector avoiding a ‘one size fits all’ approach.
Using a touchscreen system ensures that increases in the volume of content in the future can be
managed without the purchase of any additional hardware.
The BTC service is operated by independent bookmakers for independent bookmakers. Using BTC
ensures bookmakers get the service they require rather than the service a provider wants to offer. By
working together independent bookmakers maintain commercial control of the service and can resist
unwarranted price increases from suppliers.
Commercials for DigiNews
The BTC will operate DigiNews on a cost sharing model. There are central costs which remain
relatively static as numbers of subscribers increase. Therefore considerable economies of scale are
available as take up of this system increases.
The charging mechanism used by BTC for ongoing support is on a ‘per screen’ rather than ’per shop’
basis. This enables bookmakers to install a single screen alongside the Racing Post BSDE to test out
the concept. It also ensure that small shops with only one or two screens do not unfairly subsidise the
larger shops with significant numbers of screens. A ‘per screen’ basis allows bookmakers, should they
wish, to install two or more systems side by side. There is no single supplier condition attached to
using DigiNews by BTC.
Hardware Costs
 43” 4K touchscreen monitor including bracket, £825 per unit
 Flex Player to support 1 screen, under £150 per unit
 Cables, delivery and installation are extra.
Please note: the monitors are 35kg and
consequently delivery can be expensive.
Ongoing costs
The BTC intends to reduce prices as the total number of screens installed increases. We presently
have approaching 100 screens installed, hence the current cost is £34 per month. Should additional
services be added to the DigiNews then the charges listed below may increase.
Number of screens
Cost per month
installed
per screen
Up to 100
£34
101 to 125
£29
126 to 150
£26
151 to 175
£24
176 to 200
£22
Cost at 400 screens
£18
The touchscreen monitors are sourced direct from China and usually take 6 to 8 weeks to be delivered.
The next batch are on order and are expected early September. Any bookmaker interested in taking
stock from this batch should contact BTC as soon as possible. Screens will be allocated on a first come
first served basis.
Customer Enquiries
If you are interested in the service please email sales@btc.uk.com for further information.
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